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            Abstract
Viruses in the Reoviridae, like the triple-shelled human rotavirus and the single-shelled insect cytoplasmic polyhedrosis virus (CPV), all package a genome of segmented double-stranded RNAs (dsRNAs) inside the viral capsid and carry out endogenous messenger RNA synthesis through a transcriptional enzyme complex (TEC)1. By direct electron-counting cryoelectron microscopy and asymmetric reconstruction, we have determined the organization of the dsRNA genome inside quiescent CPV (q-CPV) and the in situ atomic structures of TEC within CPV in both quiescent and transcribing (t-CPV) states. We show that the ten segmented dsRNAs in CPV are organized with ten TECs in a specific, non-symmetric manner, with each dsRNA segment attached directly to a TEC. The TEC consists of two extensively interacting subunits: an RNA-dependent RNA polymerase (RdRP) and an NTPase VP4. We find that the bracelet domain of RdRP undergoes marked conformational change when q-CPV is converted to t-CPV, leading to formation of the RNA template entry channel and access to the polymerase active site. An amino-terminal helix from each of two subunits of the capsid shell protein (CSP) interacts with VP4 and RdRP. These findings establish the link between sensing of environmental cues by the external proteins and activation of endogenous RNA transcription by the TEC inside the virus.
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                    Figure 1: Transcription enzyme complex and dsRNA genome organization inside CPV.[image: ]


Figure 2: Averaged TEC map at 3.3â€‰Ã… resolution and de novo modelling of VP4.[image: ]


Figure 3: Comparison of RdRP in quiescent and transcribing states.[image: ]


Figure 4: Interactions between TEC and CSPs.[image: ]
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                Data deposits

                3D cryo-electron microscopy (cryoEM) density maps have been deposited in the Electron Microscopy Data Bank under the accession numbers EMD-6408 (3.3â€‰Ã… averaged TEC in q-CPV), EMD-6404 (4.0â€‰Ã… averaged TEC in t-CPV), EMD-6407 (3.9â€‰Ã… full q-CPV), EMD-6405 (4.8â€‰Ã… full t-CPV), EMD-6406 (5.1â€‰Ã… asymmetric reconstruction of q-CPV by capsid-subtraction method) and EMD-6409 (filtered 22â€‰Ã… q-CPV asymmetric reconstruction). The coordinates of atomic models of the TEC in q-CPV and t-CPV have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank under accession number 3JB6 and 3JB7, respectively.
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Extended data figures and tables

Extended Data Figure 1 Illustration of the asymmetric reconstruction procedure using particles with the capsid density subtracted.
See Methods for full explanation of panels aâ€“m.


Extended Data Figure 2 Validation of asymmetric reconstruction from capsid-subtracted images using a Gaussian ball as the initial model.
Arrows linking a to f represent the progression of the procedure. The top panels (a, c, e) show the input model for each run and the bottom panels (b, d, f) show the output of each run.


Extended Data Figure 3 Sections of the q-CPV density map along the three-fold (that is, the earth axis) (a) and two-fold (b) axes of the pseudo-D3 symmetry.
Note the lack of three-fold and two-fold symmetry in the RNA density in contrast to the perfect symmetry of the capsid shell proteins. Pixel sizeâ€‰=â€‰4.04â€‰Ã…; clipped map sizeâ€‰=â€‰166â€‰Ã—â€‰166â€‰Ã—â€‰120 pixels.


Extended Data Figure 4 dsRNA density maps in the quiescent state.
a, View of TECâ€‰+â€‰RNA densities with the same orientation of Fig. 1d. b,c, The same view as in a but rotated by +90Â° (b) or âˆ’90Â° (c) along x axis in panel a to view from either north (b) or south (c) poles. dâ€“f, Three views from three two-fold axes on the equator, each is rotated by 120Â° along the y axis from each other. g, dsRNA density maps at the twelve vertices. TECs are arranged and numbered according to Fig. 1d. First row, TECs 1, 2, 3; second row, TECs 4, 5, 6; third row, TEC 7 and two unoccupied positions; fourth row, TECs 8, 9, 10. All TECs have a dsRNA segment bonded at the flange, each marked with a black arrow. Unlike the polar TECs, each tropical TEC (4â€“7) is surrounded by an extra density rod (open arrow).


Extended Data Figure 5 CryoEM reconstructions of CPV in the quiescent and transcribing states.
a, b, CryoEM images of CPV particles in quiescent (a) and transcribing (b) states. These images were obtained by aligning and averaging frames in direct electron counting image stacks. Fibre-like nascent mRNAs are visible over background in b (marked by green arrows), while the background in a is clean. c, d, Fourier shell correlation coefficients (FSCs) as a function of spatial frequency between two half maps for reconstructions in the quiescent (c) and transcribing (d) states. The black and red lines represent FSCs for the asymmetrical reconstructions of capsidâ€‰+â€‰genome and the locally averaged TEC densities, respectively. The effective resolutions of the local averaged maps are ~3.3â€‰Ã… (c) and ~4.0â€‰Ã… (d) resolution (FSCâ‰¥0.143) for maps in the quiescent and transcribing, respectively. e, f, CryoEM densities (grey surface representations) superimposed with atomic models (ribbons and sticks) for the quiescent (e) and transcribing (f) states. The Î±-helix (PÎ±12) and the four-stranded Î²-sheet (P4, P7â€“8 and P11) in e and f are both from the palm subdomain of the polymerase domain at 3.3â€‰Ã… (e) and ~4.0â€‰Ã… (f) resolutions. g, Statistics of CPV reconstructions and atomic model refinement.


Extended Data Figure 6 Sequence and secondary structure assignment of CPV RdRP in the quiescent state.
Î±-helices were marked by cylinders, Î²-strands by arrows, loops by thin lines, and the flexible tip domain by dashed lines. The colour scheme is the same as Fig. 3a.


Extended Data Figure 7 The RdRP-bound dsRNA in the quiescent and transcribing states.
aâ€“c, Location of a TEC on the inner surface of the capsid shell in the quiescent and transcribing states. The inner surface of the CPV capsid (a) with 10 CSPs labelled (CSP A.1/B.1 to CSP A.5/B.5). b, c, Position of a TEC on the inner surface of capsid in the quiescent (b) and transcribing (c) states. VP4 and RdRP are coloured cyan and purple, respectively. An icosahedral five-fold axis is indicated with a small green pentagon. d, e, CryoEM densities of TEC and dsRNA (orange) in the quiescent (d) and transcribing (e) states. f, g, Models of TEC (surface representation) and dsRNA (ribbons) in the quiescent (f) and transcribing (g) states. Close-up views show the bound dsRNA (surface representation) on RdRP in the quiescent state (f) and its detachment in the transcribing state (g). VP4 is coloured cyan and the RdRP is coloured as in Fig. 3a. All surfaces displayed in this figure were rendered from models, except for the density maps of RdRPâ€‰+â€‰dsRNA in d, e.


Extended Data Figure 8 Tracing amino acid residues 910â€“932 and 971â€“1000 of module B of the bracelet domain of RdRP in the quiescent and transcribing states.
a, b, CryoEM densities of RdRP in the quiescent (a) and transcribing (b) states. The locations of the residues 910â€“932 and 971â€“1000 are indicated with cyan boxes in a and b. Owing to their flexibility, these residues are not readily visible when displayed as in a and b but become visible when the maps are filtered to a lower resolution (for example, 4.5â€‰Ã… resolution) as in câ€“f. The colour scheme of domains/subdomains is the same as in Fig. 3a. c, Trace of the residues 971â€“1000 (green) and 910â€“932 (purple) of module B of the bracelet domain of RdRP in the quiescent state. d, The same as c but in a different view. e, Trace of the residues 971â€“1000 (green) and 910â€“932 (purple) of module B of the bracelet domain of RdRP in the transcribing state. f, The same as e but in a different view to show the unambiguous trace of the two peptide fragments. g, h, Trace of the residues 910â€“923 (g) (purple) and 926â€“932 (h) (purple) of the bracelet domain of RdRP in the transcribing state, showing the unambiguous trace of the two peptide fragments. i, j, CryoEM densities (grey) and model (ribbon) of RdRP in the transcribing state, showing Î±-helices (i) and a Î²-hairpin (j). The colour scheme of domains/subdomains is the same as in Fig. 3a, k, l, Trace of the residues of the bracelet domain of RdRP in the transcribing state, showing a Î±-helix (k) and a Î²-sheet (l).


Extended Data Figure 9 Stereo and rotated views of Fig. 4a, b.
a, b, Stereo views of modules A (yellow cylinders and loops) and B (purple cylinders and loops) of the bracelet domain of RdRP in the quiescent (a) and transcribing (b) states. c, d, Same as in a, b, but rotated around the x axis by 90Â°. All surfaces displayed in this figure were rendered from models.


Extended Data Figure 10 Comparisons of RdRPs from CPV and MRV.
a, b, CryoEM in situ structure of the RdRP in t-CPV (a) and crystal structure of the MRV RdRP (b), both containing a RNA duplex in the active site. câ€“e, Superposition of domains of RdRPs from t-CPV (colour) and MRV (grey): N-terminal (c), polymerase (d) and bracelet (e) domains. fâ€“h, Comparisons of modules A (yellow) and B (magenta) of the bracelet domain of RdRPs from q-CPV (f), t-CPV (g) and MRV (h). iâ€“k, The same as in fâ€“h, but with helices shown as cylinders, as in Fig. 4a, b.





Supplementary information
Asymmetrical reconstruction of q-CPV, showing capsid (grey) and dsRNA (radially coloured as in Fig.1a) densities.
Asymmetrical reconstruction of q-CPV, showing capsid (grey) and dsRNA (radially coloured as in Fig.1a) densities. (MP4 26395 kb)


Earth-like representation illustrating the locations of the ten TECs.
The earthâ€™s north-south axis is the â€œpseudo 3-fold axisâ€� (marked in Figure 1d). (MP4 21611 kb)


VP4 density map (grey) superimposed with the atomic model.
VP4 density map (grey) superimposed with the atomic model. (MP4 15939 kb)


VP4 density map (mesh) of the GTP-binding site superimposed with the atomic model of a GTP.
VP4 density map (mesh) of the GTP-binding site superimposed with the atomic model of a GTP. (MP4 32909 kb)


CryoEM density map (grey) of RdRP superimposed with its atomic model.
CryoEM density map (grey) of RdRP superimposed with its atomic model. (MP4 23876 kb)


High resolution features of an Î±-helix for validation of resolution. 
A density map of the PÎ±;12 helix from the palm subdomain of the RdRP in the quiescent state. The density is shown as a semi-transparent surface (grey) and is superimposed with the atomic model (sticks). Note that the side chains of amino acid residues match the densities in the cryoEM map. (MP4 3975 kb)


High resolution features of a Î²-sheet for Validation of resolution. 
A density map of the P-core, four-stranded Î²-sheet (P4, P7-8 & P11) from the palm subdomain of the RdRP in the quiescent state. The density is shown as a semi-transparent surface (grey) and is superimposed with the atomic model (sticks). (MP4 7845 kb)


Density map of the TEC in the quiescent state, with color code: VP4 (cyan) and RdRP (yellowâ†’N-terminal; purpleâ†’ C-terminal bracelet; redâ†’Palm; blueâ†’finger; greenâ†’thumb subdomains). 
The density map is shown as a semi-transparent surface (grey) and is superimposed with the atomic model (ribbons and sticks). (MP4 14387 kb)


Density map of the TEC in the transcribing state, with the same colour code as in the Supplementary Video 8.
Density map of the TEC in the transcribing state, with the same colour code as in the Supplementary Video 8. (MP4 13686 kb)


Comparison of the RdRP structures in the quiescent and transcribing states. 
The dsRNA duplex model is also displayed. (MP4 25073 kb)
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